
#2: Instructionally focused interactions 
with teachers: feedback and coaching 
Checklists are for groceries, not people. Assessments grow professional capacity through collaborative examination of practice, 
collegial feedback, and collective learning. As the Professional Standards for Educational Leaders advise, effective principals “deliver 
actionable feedback about instruction and other professional practice through valid, research-anchored systems of supervision and 
evaluation to support the development of teachers’ and staff members’ knowledge, skills, and practice.”

Here’s How
Leadership guidance for new principals

Research says …
• Among leadership domains, leading 

teacher learning and development most 
significantly affect student achievement. 
The principal participates as a learner with 
teachers in moving the school forward. 

• Principal feedback to teachers improves 
classroom practice, which makes a 
positive impact on students’ math and 
reading test scores. 

• Principals in higher-performing schools 
follow up more consistently on classroom 
observations to provide more specific, 
actionable feedback for teachers to use to 
improve their practice. 

Resources
• Thanks for the Feedback: The Science and 

Art of Receiving Feedback Well 
— Douglas Stone and Sheila Heen

• Australian Institute for Teaching and School 
Leadership

• You’re the Principal! Now What? 
— Jen Schwanke

• The Job Embedded Nature of Coaching: 
Lessons and Insights for School Leaders at 
All Levels 
— Sally Zepeda

• The Principal: Three Keys to Managing 
Impact — Michael Fullan 

• How Principals Affect Students and Schools 
— The Wallace Foundation

Getting Started: What and How
Instructionally focused interactions form the foundation of a culture 
that values constructive feedback year-round. 

1. Base the framework on best practices and efficient methods of 
assessment. Consultant Michael Fullan singles out the Australian 
Institute for Teaching and School Leadership.

2. Orient appraisals to development and improvement. Avoid punitive 
evaluations. As Fullan notes, 79 percent of teachers say that con-
structive feedback—a rarity for many—would be helpful.  

3. Put the school’s and district’s learning culture at the center. The 
system serves the culture—not vice versa. 

4. Leverage the process to increase student achievement by 
building the collective capacity of the entire faculty, and not just 
individual teachers. 

5. Instill the entire process with ongoing professional development 
and learning. Appraisal should not be one episode; it’s part of the 
entire season. 

6. Make interactions purposeful and specific to learning.

7. Align opportunities for personalized learning and growth with the 
teacher’s individual needs.

8. Leverage appraisals for day-to-day, continuous improvement while 
also integrating them into group efforts.

9. Schedule evaluations in your calendar, and don’t deviate unless 
there’s an emergency. Let your support staff and leadership team 
know that feedback time is sacred.

10. Maximize your time by asking your AP to help with such tasks as 
collecting and analyzing data, keeping the evaluation schedule 
on track by filling in when you’re pulled away, and acting as your 
second set of eyes and ears to keep teachers growing according 
to plan.

https://www.amazon.com/Thanks-Feedback-Science-Receiving-Well/dp/0670014664
https://www.amazon.com/Thanks-Feedback-Science-Receiving-Well/dp/0670014664
http://aitsl.edu.au/
http://aitsl.edu.au/
https://www.amazon.com/Principal-Strategies-Solutions-School-Leaders/dp/1416622217
https://www.amazon.com/Principal-Three-Keys-Maximizing-Impact/dp/1118575237
https://www.amazon.com/Principal-Three-Keys-Maximizing-Impact/dp/1118575237
https://www.wallacefoundation.org/knowledge-center/pages/how-principals-affect-students-and-schools-a-systematic-synthesis-of-two-decades-of-research.aspx


Words of wisdom 
Focus on professional growth. No sugarcoating allowed, say veteran principals. 

• “It should be about self-reflection. You’re growing them, and they’re 
growing themselves. It’s not directive.”—Shauna Kauffman, principal, Arnold 
Elementary School, Anne Arundel County Public Schools, Annapolis, Maryland

• “Be frank. Have good conversations and interactions. If you can’t change the 
people who are going to change the people, then I’m going to change, and 
essentially, you’re going to be gone. That’s a nonnegotiable. It should never 
be a surprise when somebody’s going to get non-renewed.”—Howard Fields, 
assistant superintendent of human resources, Kirkwood School District, MO

• “It is not an event. It’s a process. Performance appraisal is a way of 
establishing a trusting relationship.”—Michael Chirochello, consultant, 
Leadership Matters LLC

• “It’s always about connecting the evaluation process with student 
engagement and academic achievement. Make it clear that this is 
not just about you as a teacher but about the end result: the student 
outcomes.”—Denise Michelle Gamble, education consultant, NAESP Race and 
Equity Task Force member

• “We sometimes don’t give teachers credit for the professionals they are. 
Sometimes we force on them what we think they need to do, instead of 
celebrating the difference in teaching and learning that happens in each 
classroom.”—Christopher Bailey, Principal, Clack Middle School, Abilene, Texas

Keys to success 
Effective evaluations require focus 
and collaboration

• Cultivate data-informed—not data-driven— 
decision making. 

• Ask: Where are we? Where do we want to be? 
How do we get there? 

• Rely on teacher leaders to help their peers grow.

 

Wear the coaching 
hat: 3 steps 
Evaluator or coach? Teachers often resist 
sharing their challenges with those who 
also assess, but you can be both:

1. Schedule quarterly, 10- to 15-minute 
progress check-ins with every teacher.

2. Help teachers learn how to receive 
feedback (while you work on that 
yourself). 

3. Use a two-pronged approach to 
build trust. Ask teachers what they 
are good at and how they want to 
grow. Further, ask how you can 
support them in the things they 
find challenging. 
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